Want to break the habit?
We can show you the easier way to stop smoking.

FREE 4 WEEKS NRT* & GYM MEMBERSHIP*
To make an appointment call today on 01226 737077
Quit Shop Eldon Street in Barnsley Town Centre
or Barnsley Hospital on 01226 432423
Hospital Quit Shop, Outpatients Department, Barnsley Hospital
Pop in to make an appointment, Eldon Street Shop: Monday, Thursday and Friday 9.30am - 4.30pm
Tuesday and Wednesday 9.30am - 7.00pm Saturday 9.30am - 1.00pm
Or at Barnsley Hospital Outpatients Department: Monday to Friday 9.00am - 5.00pm

Make this your last…
*Terms and conditions apply. Call the service for more information.
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Stephen Wragg
Chairman
steve.wragg@nhs.net

Welcome to
Barnsley
Hospital
News
This is the third edition of
Barnsley Hospital News and I hope
you’re now familiar with our
magazine’s new format and are
enjoying reading about all the
latest news and developments at
the hospital.
The year seems to have flown by and
we are now experiencing the hospital’s
busiest time of the year – the winter
period. As in previous years, we are
well prepared for the expected increase
in the number of patients needing to
use our services because of winterrelated illness and injury.
Our staff will, as always, pull out the
stops to ensure patients are seen and
treated appropriately and as quickly as
possible, bearing in mind the huge
demand on our services at this time of
year. But we do need the help of visitors
and patients.
As you’ll see on pages 8 and 9 of this
magazine, our prevention and infection
control staff are urging visitors not to

come to the hospital if they have
symptoms of coughs and colds, flu and
norovirus – the nasty winter vomiting
bug that spreads easily between people
and causes vomiting and diarrhoea.
Of course, we don’t want to deter
visitors but we need to do all we can to
prevent and reduce the spread of
infections within the hospital
environment. This way, we have a
much better chance of not
experiencing disruptions and delays in
services to our patients.
In addition, I’m urging patients to
please use our services appropriately.
Always consider whether you need to
come to the hospital or is there an
alternative and more appropriate
service you can use? This enables us to
control demand for our services and
minimise any increases in waiting
times.
Throughout the winter period, and
indeed the whole year, our staff are
supported by an army of volunteers

who are invaluable, giving up their time
to work in our outpatients
departments, coffee bars, accident and
emergency and many other areas of the
hospital.
Our volunteers carry out important
tasks and duties that support the dayto-day running of the hospital. They
represent a collective friendly face for
patients, often providing reassurance at
what can be a worrying time. You can
read more about the work of our
volunteers on pages 4 and 5 of this
magazine.
I’d also ask you to take time to read
the spotlight on medicines
management (page 12). This serves to
reassure everyone, particularly our
patients, that robust measures are in
place to control the use of medicines in
every ward and department of the
hospital, not just in winter but the
whole year round.
Wishing you all the very best for 2012.
Steve

Contacting the hospital
Switchboard 01226 730000
Appointments 01226 434343
Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) 01226 432430

Useful numbers
Out of hours GP service 03332 00 5274
Information on GPs and dentists 01226 327176
Stop Smoking Service 01226 737007
Weightwise Barnsley 01226 433099
Governors’ Office Barnsley 01226 435000
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Got a story
Ring 01226 432301 or
email communications.barnsley@nhs.net
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Hospital volunteers prove key in day-to-day running of hospital

Invaluable support to staff
Jane Allen has been a volunteer
for 12 years – and loves
every minute of her
time at Barnsley
Hospital.
“I’m very
passionate about
‘my’ hospital,” says
Jane, 52, who lives
in Cudworth. “It’s a
good hospital and I
want it to be the
best it can be.”

Jane volunteers two days a week,
working in the Surgical Outpatients
department and Emergency
department. Her duties include
making sure patients know where
they need to be, and keeping bed
linen, basic equipment and other
items stocked up in the
departments.
A key role for Jane is reassuring
patients, many of whom she’s got to
know during her time volunteering.
“You see the same patients over the
years and you get to know them a

little bit,” says Jane, who is married to
Richard and has a son, Matthew, 21.
“In A&E, I make tea and coffee and sit
with patients, particularly the elderly
and make sure they are alright. Some
of the patients who come in haven’t
seen anyone for days and it’s
nice to give them a bit
of time and have a
chat.
“As volunteers,
our job is to work
alongside the
nurses and help

Volunteers Jane Allen (left)
and Leanne Stubbs (right) –
giving their fantastic
support to the hospital.
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and patients
wherever possible. And we do make a difference
and have an important role to play.”
Jane is one of more than 230 volunteers at
Barnsley – an invaluable resource in the daily
running of a busy district hospital. Voluntary
Services Manager Felicity Devine says, “All our
volunteers do a great job – they do the little extra
things that mean the bigger things that staff have
to do, can be done more easily.
“We get a lot of compliments about our
volunteers and how they help to make our services
better for patients.”
The hospital’s two coffee shops and its Patient
Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) are among the
key areas supported by volunteers. Leanne Stubbs,
21, gives two days a week, covering outpatients and
one of the coffee shops. “I do enjoy it,”
says Leanne, who is also a
leader at a local Brownie
unit – another voluntary
role. “Working at
Barnsley is giving me a
lot of experience which
will help me because
I’m looking for a
permanent job at the
moment.”
Mina Khalaji, 28, a medical genetics
graduate, also gives seven hours a week to
help run one of the coffee shops and PALS. “I
really enjoy my time helping in the hospital – it’s
good for the patients and is helping me. I’m new
to Barnsley and volunteering is helping to
improve my self confidence and I’m getting to
know people at the same time.”

Valuable
volunteers
Barnsley’s team of volunteers is easily
identifiable – they all wear a ruby red
uniform to distinguish them in the
areas in which they work.
In addition to covering outpatients,
Emergency department, coffee shops
and PALS, volunteers escort ward
patients to chapel on Sundays, help in
the patient and staff library and

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Anyone for tea?
Volunteer
Mina Khalaji
brewing up
a cuppa.

support staff on wards and in the day
care unit. They also help run Barnsley
Hospital Broadcasting.
Barnsley’s Voluntary Services have
grown considerably in the last few
years, and voluntary support is now
also provided outside of the hospital
environment. Volunteers help at The
Well, based in The Core at Barnsley –
a haven for women and men being
treated for cancer – and alongside
audiology outreach teams working in
the community.

You can volunteer if you are over 18
and there are lots of opportunities to
help at Barnsley. Basic training is
given and travel expenses are
reimbursed for travel within the
Barnsley boundary.

To find out more about becoming a
volunteer, contact the hospital’s
Voluntary Services Department
on 01226 434979, email
barnsleyhospital.volunteers@nhs.net
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Birthday
surprise leads
to concert
promise
Divisional Human Resources
manager, Karl Hickman, did
something very different for
his birthday this year and
helped an upcoming
musician with the release of
her new album at the same
time.
Karl’s donation to
Norwegian singer Kate
Havenik’s fundraising
campaign to help fund her
album resulted in him winning
the offer of a concert in his
home this summer.
Kate flew in from Norway
and entertained Karl’s invited
special guests with music
from her first album and her
forthcoming one.
Karl said, “It was an
amazing experience and
totally unique… not only did I
have a great birthday bash, it
was a great concert.
Kate was so impressed
with her first trip to Yorkshire
that when she found out Karl
worked at a hospital, she
offered to do a short concert
for us for free at some point
in the near future when
touring the UK and subject to
other commitments. Watch
this space!

Do you want
to quit the
habit?
Drop in to the Hospital Quit
Shop in the Outpatients
department this New Year.
We are happy to see
anyone who would like to
stop smoking – outpatients
and their families as well as
members of staff.
We are open weekdays
9am-5pm. For more
information call 01226 432423

Mayor visit is great success
The Mayor of Barnsley, Councillor
Karen Dyson, took time out of her busy
schedule to visit the hospital to see
firsthand how the hospital is improving
its services for patients.
Along with Trust Chairman, Stephen Wragg,
she visited the Minor Injuries Unit – a recent
addition to the Emergency department, the
newly refurbished Surgical High Dependency
Unit and the temporarily relocated Children’s
Ward – while the usual ward undergoes a
deep clean and facelift.
During the visit the Mayor spoke with
many patients, asking them about their stay

at the hospital, the levels of care they received
and what they thought of the food. She also
took the time to speak to staff across the
departments and thanked them for their
dedication to patient care.
The Mayor said, “It’s great to see that the
town’s hospital is making improvements for
patients in a number of areas whilst also
continuing to provide key services.”
A hospital spokesperson said, “The Mayor’s
visit was a great success. She spent time
speaking to staff and patients alike and
showed a real interest in the developments
and plans of the hospital.”

Heather is new chief nurse
Heather McNair has been
appointed the new chief
nurse at Barnsley
Hospital.
She joins from Calderdale
& Huddersfield NHS
Foundation Trust where she
was deputy director of
nursing.
Heather, 47, who is also a
qualified midwife, said, “I’m
very excited to be part of the
team at Barnsley Hospital.
It’s a real opportunity to
help make a difference in
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what are challenging times
for everyone in the NHS.”
Barnsley Hospital’s chief
executive, Paul O’Connor,
said, “I’m delighted to
welcome Heather on board.
Her credentials are second
to none and I’m sure she
will make a significant
contribution to nurse
leadership and
management here at
Barnsley.”
Heather spent the first
part of her NHS career in

Leeds, working in a variety
of midwifery posts
including labour ward
sister at Leeds General
Infirmary.
She became head of
midwifery at Huddersfield
Royal Infirmary in 1998
before becoming deputy
director of nursing in 2001 –
a post she held for 10 years.
Heather succeeds Juliette
Greenwood who is now the
chief nurse at Rotherham
NHS Foundation Trust.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

news
Dr Rajeev Gupta
Consultant
Paediatrician

‘

The key to
successfully
recruiting
participants
in the trial…
is about
offering a
continued level
of support…

Barnsley Hospital on
‘research map’
We’re putting Barnsley Hospital on
the ‘research map’ – by taking part in
an international research study
looking to find a new treatment for
Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease
(GORD) in children.
The condition, common in young
children, is caused by stomach acid
coming up from the stomach into the
oesophagus (food pipe).
The study focuses on treatment for
children under the age of one who suffer
from the condition. Parents in Barnsley
have been signing up children to a trial of
Rabeprazole, a medicine that aims to
control the condition, which previously
had not been offered to treat small children
as it was not available in a soluble format.
The Trust is one of only three in the UK
taking part in the international study, and
the only hospital that is not a large
teaching and research facility. It has
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

’

already successfully met its recruitment
target ahead of schedule, making it the
best performing trust for recruiting
patients in Europe and the world.
Dr Rajeev Gupta, Consultant
Paediatrician at Barnsley Hospital has been
instrumental in Barnsley’s participation in
the study and has been assigned the role of
principal investigator, something he is
familiar with due to his 12 years experience
in the research field.
Dr Gupta said of the success, “The key to
successfully recruiting participants in the
trial has been explaining all the details
about the condition, and the new medicine
to the parents. It is also about offering a
continued level of support – whether it is a
weekend or at night I am always available
to answer any questions or concerns
parents have.”
Results from the international research
project are expected in 2012.
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Don’t slip up –
Cold weather
warning
With snow and ice predicted
again this year many of us are
likely to slip or fall. The best
way to avoid injury is to take
care when out and about.
▲ Plan ahead – conditions are
likely to change throughout
the day, so think about what
to wear.
▲ Wear layers – layers of
clothing will help keep out
the cold.
▲ Wear shoes or boots with a
flat sole and good grip – to
help avoid falls.

Nominate your
nursing star
Has a nurse, midwife, health
visitor or healthcare assistant
made a real difference to you
or a loved one? Now you can
say a huge ‘thank you’ by
nominating them for a Claire
Rayner Patient’s Choice Award.
To nominate a nurse,
midwife, health visitor or
healthcare assistant, members
of the public can visit
www.patients-choice.co.uk or
call 020 8423 1066 to request
an entry form. The closing date
for nominations is 16
December 2011.

Get vaccinated!
The flu vaccination will not
give you flu, but it helps
stopping you get it. The
following people are
recommended to get
vaccinated against flu this
winter:
▲ Pregnant women
▲ Over 65’s
▲ People with a long term
condition (a heart condition,
diabetes, asthma or cerebral
palsy)
▲ Carers
Contact your GP surgery for
your free flu vaccination.
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Staff, patients and visitors play
their part in keeping bugs at bay

Help
prevent the
spread of
norovirus
Norovirus, better known
as the winter vomiting
bug, is the most
common stomach bug
in the UK, affecting
people of all ages.
The virus, which is
highly contagious,
causes vomiting and
diarrhoea. If you have
norovirus, ease your
symptoms by:
▲ drinking plenty of
water to avoid
dehydration
▲ taking paracetamol
for any fever or aches
and pains
▲ staying at home and
not going to your
doctor. Norovirus is
contagious and there
is nothing the doctor
can do while you
have it. However, you
may wish to visit
your GP if your
symptoms last longer
than a few days.
Help prevent the virus
from spreading by:
▲ washing your hands
frequently
▲ not sharing towels
and flannels
▲ disinfecting any
surfaces that an
infected person has
touched.
Outbreaks in busy
places such as hospitals,
nursing homes and
schools are common
because the virus can
survive for several days
on surfaces or objects
touched by an infected
person.

Preventing infe

Winter is upon on us – and so too are the
expected coughs and colds, flu and other
seasonal infections.
Across Barnsley Hospital, everyone is being
asked to do their bit and help prevent the
spread of infections and, ultimately, any
disruption to services.
Denise Potter, assistant director of infection
control, explains, “It’s everyone’s responsibility
to help with infection control throughout the
year, but particularly at this time when people
are suffering with severe colds, diarrhoea and
vomiting.
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“Our approach is one of partnership – so
staff, patients and visitors all have a
responsibility to help prevent the spread of
infections.”
The message is simple: please don’t go to the
hospital if you have symptoms of a cold, flu,
vomiting or diarrhoea. Norovirus – the winter
vomiting bug – is a particular problem because
it is spread between people very easily.
Denise says, “We know people are keen to
visit but it’s better not to come if they have got
any symptoms. If people do come, as at all
times of the year, they need to be vigilant with

Left to right: The infection prevention and control team –
Consultant microbiologists Dr Yee Min Pang and Dr Jyothi Rao,
infection control clinical nurse specialist, Christine Fisher, assistant
director of infection control, Denise Potter and infection control
clinical nurse specialist, Susan Burns.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

ctions across the hospital
handwashing, especially when suffering from
diarrhoea and vomiting, and use the hand gels
that are located at entrances and exits. It helps
prevent the spread of infections in the hospital
and it protects visitors as well.”
In addition to the challenges of winter
illnesses, Barnsley is constantly working hard
to prevent cases of hospital acquired infections
including MRSA Bacteraemias and C Difficile.
The hospital has tough targets to meet on
both: zero cases of MRSA Bacteraemias and no
more than 31 of C Difficile by the end of March
2012.

The hospital has also embarked on a local
campaign to reduce the number of urinary
catheterisation related infections by cutting
the number of urinary catheterisations by two
per cent, again by the end of March next year.
Evidence-based best clinical practice is at
the centre of Barnsley’s infection prevention
and control measures. These include:
▲ using the aseptic technique – a method to
prevent contamination especially during
wound and cannula care
▲ minimising the number of invasive
procedures experienced by patients
▲ using good antibiotic prescribing
▲ promoting scrupulous handwashing
▲ cleaning the hospital environment and
equipment with appropriate agents.
Consultant microbiologist and director of
infection prevention and control Dr Jyothi Rao
adds, “We have made a lot of progress in recent
times in reducing the number of
hospital acquired infections
and will continue to do our
very best to meet our
targets which, quite
rightly, are very
tough.”

Right:
Staff nurse
Chantelle
Brearley washes
her hands.
Below:
Infection control clinical
nurse specialist, Susan
Burns, with staff nurse
Victoria Allen.

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Don’t visit
if you’re
not well
Anyone who has had any
symptoms of diarrhoea,
vomiting or ‘flu like’
symptoms in the
previous 72 hours should
not visit hospital in order
to keep patients safe and
to ensure wards and staff
can continue to run over
the busy periods.
If visiting the hospital
follow these simple steps
which form part of the
hospitals’ infection
prevention and control
guidance:
▲ Only visit friends or
relatives if it is
essential and ensure
that you use the
alcohol hand rub when
entering and leaving
the wards.
▲ Do not sit on the
patient’s bed or chair.
Visitors’ chairs are
provided – please ask
the nurse if a chair
isn’t immediately
available.
▲ Ask staff to wash their
hands. Don’t be afraid
to check that staff
have decontaminated
their hands either by
washing them with
soap and water or
using the alcohol hand
rub – they do not mind
and expect patients
and visitors to ask.
▲ As the virus can take
72 hours to cause
symptoms, and these
can come on very
quickly, if you become
unwell whilst in the
hospital please let
staff know.
www.nhs.uk
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Are you scared to replace
those old dentures?
Dentures
should be
replaced
between
5-10 years
At APPLE DENTURE CLINIC we offer revolutionary
Comfort impressions for full dentures. Mrs H. remarked,
“If I had known how easy it was, I would have come years ago”
After training at the University of Bern, we are
now certified to provide ‘Tailor made dentures’
from your registered Clinical Dental Technician

Are your dentures always loose?
Dental implants now also available – ask for more details.
23 New Street, Barnsley S70 1RZ. Telephone: 01226 734800
www.a-dentureclinic.co.uk
PLEASE CALL IN OR PHONE US FOR A FREE DENTURE ASSESSMENT
AND www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk
CONSULTATION
BARNSLEYHOSPITALnews
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Mums-to-be hit the gym
Barnsley mums-to-be
are being encouraged to
be healthier and fitter
during pregnancy
through a new exercise
referral scheme.
In partnership with NHS
Barnsley, GP Practices and
Barnsley Premier Leisure
(BPL), our maternity unit is
offering pregnant women 24
free sessions at Barnsley
Metrodome – where
expectant mums can go to
the gym, swim or join
classes such as pilates or
yoga.
Anne Smith, Public Health
Specialist Midwife at
Barnsley Hospital said,
“When people talk about
giving your baby the best
start in life everyone thinks
about the time when the
baby is born, but actually it
begins well before that –
being a healthy mum-to-be
is the best way to give your
baby a healthy start.
“Eating for two is a
common misconception in
pregnancy that can often
lead to excessive weight

Anne Smith, Public Health
Specialist Midwife

gain. You do need a bit of
extra energy in the last 12
weeks of pregnancy but it’s
only actually an extra 200
calories a day – that’s the
equivalent of two slices of
toast.”
Complications in
pregnancy and childbirth
such as high blood pressure,
diabetes or blood clots are
more common in
overweight expectant
mothers.
Through the scheme BPL
provides specialist advice
and support for clients who

have been referred by their
community midwife.
Mark Goodhead, Health &
Wellbeing Co-ordinator
from BPL said, “I am
delighted that we have
developed links with
midwifery services to offer
physical activity
opportunities for pregnant
ladies. Exercise should be a
part of everyone’s daily
routine, including pregnant
ladies. All Health &
Wellbeing staff have
received specialist training
to advise on programmes
and exercises that are safe,
but still enjoyable.”
Kevan Riggett, Health &
Wellbeing Manager from
BPL added, “It is fantastic to
work in partnership with
like-minded health
professionals to improve the
health and wellbeing of
people in Barnsley.”
The new maternity
exercise referral scheme is
now underway. Contact your
community midwife for
more information or to be
referred to the programme.

Accreditation for hospital’s
‘breast is best’ programme
Barnsley’s maternity and community
services have jointly received the
prestigious Stage 2 Baby Friendly
accreditation for their commitment
across the borough to become
breastfeeding friendly.
The UNICEF Baby Friendly initiative is
an internationally recognised global
programme which ensures that pregnant
women and mothers receive a high
standard of care in relation to feeding
their babies and infants.
The award is part of a journey that
Barnsley began in 2007 when it first
registered its intent to become joint
breastfeeding accredited in hospital and
community settings. Barnsley’s approach
involves all NHS organisations, the council
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
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Best flu advice
Stay well over the winter
months, with NHS Barnsley’s
new website section
dedicated to providing you
with the best advice on
important things to
remember.
The site contains
information about getting the
seasonal flu jab to choosing
the most appropriate health
service if you or a family
member become unwell.
www.barnsley.nhs.uk/
Your-Health/winter-well.htm

Refurbishment
Work is now underway to
refurbish our breast unit and
emergency department X-ray
room.
Equipment in the X-ray
room is also being replaced –
and a new digital system is
being introduced in the
breast unit.
Our contractors are
working extended days and
weekends to complete the
work as quickly as possible
so that there’s minimium
disruption for our patients
and staff.

Road works to
aid access

and voluntary sector, which are working
together to achieve a borough-wide
breastfeeding-friendly culture.
The accreditation took place over a fourday period and 60 staff were individually
assessed on their knowledge and skills.
Assessors praised the high results attained
by staff in passing the standards required
and commented that the integrated and
partnership working was one of Barnsley’s
main strengths.
As part of the process all frontline staff
working with mothers, families and babies
have been trained to meet Baby Friendly
standards so that they can give clear,
consistent information and support to
ensure babies and children get the best
start to life.

You might have noticed road
works taking place near some
of our hospital entrances.
We’ve been making vehicle
access to the site more
secure and introduced a
more efficient entrance and
exit system.

Efficient
windows
We’ve been replacing
windows in some of our
wards.
Wards 17 to 24 now have
easier to operate, energy
efficient windows.
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Strict procedures are
in place to control
use of hospital drugs

Medicines
management
department. The requisitioning of
medicines by a ward follows a process
in which every detail is checked and
checked again.
Interim chief nurse Bernie Ah-Fat
says, “All controlled drugs, for example
morphine, are covered by this process.
Each ward has a requisition book and a
copy of every requisition is kept by
pharmacy as well.
“When the drugs arrive on the ward,
they are checked by two people to

Medicines play a huge part in the
care and treatment of the
thousands of patients seen at
Barnsley Hospital every year.
They cover a huge spectrum and
everything from paracetamol to
sophisticated drugs are part of the
hospital’s daily armoury against illness
and disease.
Strict measures are in place to
control the administration of
medicines to patients wherever they
are being treated – on a ward, in
theatre or in the Emergency
department. Each department is
covered by the hospital’s medicines
management policies.
Playing a central role in the hospital’s
medicines management is the
pharmacy department with a team of
more than 60 – pharmacists,
technicians and support staff. Chief
pharmacist Mike Smith says, “Our
medicines management procedures are
very robust, and we have an ongoing
medicines management programme.
We have audits throughout the year to
make sure our procedures are being
followed correctly across the hospital
and all its departments.”
All licensed medicinal products used
at Barnsley are bought by the
pharmacy’s procurement team. Each
ward and department has its own stock
lines – medicines relevant to their area
and the type of patients they treat.
Stock levels on wards are checked
regularly and maintained via
requisitions to the pharmacy

‘
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Our medicines
management
programme means that
we are constantly on
top of how drugs are
distributed, stored and
used across the
hospital for the
safety of patients.

’

ensure they match the requisition
before they are locked in a cupboard
which is inside another locked
cupboard.”
Two nurses are involved every time
drugs are required from the cupboard
and they follow a double-checking
process, asking themselves if have they
got the right drugs for the right patient,
the right amount, has it been drawn up
correctly, has it been recorded in the
ward’s controlled drug register and

does the remaining number of stock
match the number in the register?
All this ensures that any drugs
administered to patients tally with the
ward’s and pharmacy’s records. The
procedure enables any anomalies to be
flagged immediately and action taken.
Any drugs to be given intravenously,
including fluids such as saline, are
requisitioned following the same
process as that for licensed medicinal
products. Fluids are packaged in such a
way that any tampering would be
immediately apparent.
“We do have a lot of policies and
procedures in place to support the way
drugs are stored and handled,” says
Bernie. “Every member of staff has to
be vigilant around the use of drugs and
any anomalies would be investigated
thoroughly.”
Every hospital ward has a designated
pharmacist and technician who work
closely with ward staff. This is a key
measure that ensures checking
procedures are being strictly adhered
to and any issues with medicines are
acted upon immediately.
In addition, any patient specific
medication – for example, where a
patient is admitted to hospital and is
already taking prescribed medicines –
is secured in locked bedside cabinets.
Chief pharmacist Mike Smith adds,
“Our medicines management
programme means that we are
constantly on top of how drugs are
distributed, stored and used across the
hospital for the safety of patients.”
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Left to right: Dave Booth, John Reay, Sister Joanne White and Brett Reay.

Road to recovery
John Reay and Dave Booth walked the 18 mile round
trip from Sheffield’s Hallamshire Hospital to Barnsley
Hospital and raised a total of £1,100 for Ward 24 to say

thank you for their care of John’s son Brett last year
when he was treated for the rare condition
‘myelodysplastic syndrome with translocation (1:7)’.

Residents urged to stop and think
before visiting Emergency department
Medical professionals have been
urging people to think twice before
using Barnsley Hospital’s
Emergency department following a
record number of attendees in
October.
The borough’s only emergency
department saw almost 300 patients
on Monday 12th October – a 200%
increase in attendances compared to
an average day. Doctors say that the
rising numbers are because people are
turning up with minor ailments that
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

should be treated elsewhere.
A recent survey conducted in the
department highlights the extent of
the service’s misuse. When asked,
nearly 60% (50/82) of attendees said
that they had gone to the Emergency
department with an ailment they had
known about for more than three days.
Emergency departments expect to
treat people who have life-threatening
or serious illnesses but Barnsley
Hospital report seeing a large number
of people attend with minor symptoms

such as a cough, cold or niggling
problem that has lasted for weeks (for
example back ache).
Patients are being warned that by
using the service in this way they could
be responsible for delaying the
treatment of people who require
urgent and immediate care.
Over the upcoming winter months
the department expects to get even
busier, treating emergencies including
broken hips and legs from falling on
ice.
BARNSLEYHOSPITALnews November 2011 – 13
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New
govenors
prepare to
join the team
Elections to join the
Governing Council have
been taking place.
We will soon know the
outcome for the elections
to appoint eight public
governors, from all areas of
Barnsley and beyond, and
three staff governors.
Lead Governor Joe
Unsworth said, “The
Governing Council is the
voice of local people,
patients, staff and partner
organisations and plays a
major part in the services
and running of the
hospital.”
As new governors
prepare to join the team, a
special thank you to those
who leave us this year –
Bill Joice, Steve Kirk,
Harshad Patel and Ann
O’Brien. Many thanks for
your support and valued
contributions.

Barnsley
Hospital
needs you!
Becoming a member of the
hospital is one of the best
ways to show support for
your local NHS. Barnsley
Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust has more than 12,000
members who provide a
local voice and have a say
on how the hospital is run,
helping to shape services
to meet the local need.
Sign up to be a member
today online at
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.
uk/theboard or call
01226 43 2430 and begin
receiving your quarterly
members magazine,
‘Barnsley Hospital News’.

Making it easier to
donate to your hospital
We’ve widened the
options for people to
fundraise and make
donations to us.
You can now use the Just
Giving website, a well used
and trusted method for
giving money to charities.
Of course people will still
be able to donate in the usual
way by using the Donation
Gift Aid envelopes and taking
the funds to the cashier’s
office. Envelopes are located
in dispensers throughout the
hospital in reception areas,
the dining room, Trust HQ,
cashiers office, outpatients
and in the wards.
Alternatively donations can
be made by post to the
cashier’s office.
Stephen Wragg, Chair of
Trustees said, “We’ve
introduced a Just Giving page

because it’s simple and
straightforward and enables
all the money raised to go
direct to the hospital’s Just
Giving account, which then
goes into the Hospital Charity
General Fund. The site also
makes it easier for people
donating to use Gift Aid.
“Many staff, patients,
carers and families raise
money for the hospital that
all goes to the charitable
funds. In fact, last year
around £159,000 was raised
to go towards helping staff
and patients.”
In the last six months,
some of the bids made to the
Trustees for use of the
charitable funds included:
▲ £1,000 to buy accessories
for a ward to colour code
different areas, helping
dementia patients

▲ £850 for a pilot paging
system in the antenatal
clinic, allowing mums to
be to go to the restaurant
or café, visit the hospital
shops or take a stroll in the
hospital grounds without
worrying about missing
their appointment
▲ £7,000 for reclining chairs
in the cardiology
department
▲ £930 for TV and DVDs for
children’s waiting and play
areas and the breast unit
▲ £1,500 for trips for children
with diabetes
▲ £3,000 for sensory
equipment for children
with special needs
If you would like to donate
to Barnsley Hospital the Just
Giving page is
www.justgiving.com/
barnsleyhospitalcharity

Team achieve ‘You’re Welcome’
accreditation
Congratulations to our
Genito Urinary Medicine
team on successfully
meeting the You’re
Welcome accreditation –
the quality criteria for
young people friendly
health services.
The quality criteria covers
ten areas – each with
detailed sub-criteria. You’re
Welcome aims to improve
acceptability, accessibility
and quality of service
provision to young people
aged 11-19 years inclusive.
Melanie Kinsman Nurse
Advisor for Children and
Young People has been
working with GUMed for the
past 12 months to look at
their service provision and
ways to develop their service
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Melanie Kinsman, Nurse Advisor

to meet fully the quality
criteria.
Bryan Ireland-Griffiths,
Lead Nurse in this area (now
retired) was a key player in
driving change. Though it
has to be said the service was
well developed needing only
a few minor developments to

meet the criteria. During the
process of working through
the tool kit the department
was ‘visited’ by young people
‘mystery shopping’ – this was
organized by Catherine Huby
who at the time was
commissioning lead for
You’re Welcome’. The
department received a large
‘thumbs-up’ for their
experience.
The department now has a
certificate of achievement to
display in their area. Next
steps are for Melanie to work
with other areas in the
organization – to work
through the standards with
them.
Well done to all the team
for their continued hard
work.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk
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Susan Cooper,
senior midwife

Midwives
shortlisted for
prestigious
award
Barnsley Hospital midwives are
celebrating being shortlisted for a
prestigious Royal College of
Midwifes (RCM) Award.
The hospital is shortlisted for the
category of ‘promoting normal birth’.
Susan Cooper, senior midwife who
has been involved in the Normal Birth
project since it began at Barnsley
Hospital said: “It is a real honour to
have been shortlisted in what is the
equivalent of the Academy Awards for
midwives.

‘ ’
It is acknowledgement
of what our midwives
are so good at;
promoting normal
births

“It is acknowledgement of what our
midwives are so good at; promoting
normal births – that is why we have

Launch of
Brilliant Staff Awards
The Brilliant Staff Awards, launched in November, will
commemorate hard working and ‘Brilliant’ hospital staff.
Two Awards will be presented each month – one award will
commemorate a ‘top team’ in the hospital and one an
individual member of staff.
Staff and patients can nominate individuals and teams
for the Brilliant Staff Awards by e-mailing the hospital’s
communications team at communications.barnsley@
nhs.net and explaining in no more than 100 words why an
individual or team should win that month.
Certificates will be presented to the winners by the
Chairman and Chief Executive before each Board meeting.

such a high normal birth rate in
Barnsley.
“The project has been successful
because it offers an antenatal drop in
service which provides mums-to-be
with evidence based information and
free TENS machine hire, which is a
device to help ease the pain in the early
stages of labour.”
Earlier this year the ‘Friends of
Barnsley Hospital’ fundraising group
donated 20 new obstetric TENS
machines to the maternity unit.

Top of the energy
efficiency league
In November the Environment Agency published the
Performance League Table for the energy efficiency
scheme called the Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)
and Barnsley Hospital came out on top.
Jointly ranked number 1 with organisations such as
Manchester United, the Department for Energy and
Climate Change and Centre Parcs; it is the only hospital in
the North of England set up to monitor 100% of its
electricity using Automatic Meter Reading (AMR).
John Rhodes, project lead at the hospital for reducing
carbon emissions said: “At Barnsley Hospital we take
energy efficiency extremely seriously and any opportunity
to save money, reduce wastage and to cut carbon is an
essential part of our management plan.”
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